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Abstract

A multi-scale hierarchical constitutive model is developed for establishing the relationship between quantum

mechanical, micromechanical, and overall strength/toughness properties in steel design. Focused on the design of ultra-

high strength, high toughness steels, a two-level cell model is used to represent two groups of hard particles (inclusions)

in an alloy matrix which is characteristic of such Fe-based alloys. Primary inclusion particles, which are greater than a

micron in size, are handled by a microcell. Secondary inclusion particles which are tens of nanometers in size are

modeled by a sub-microcell. In the sub-microcell, the matrix constitutive behavior is given by quantum mechanics

computation of bcc-iron calibrated according to experiments. In the microcell, the matrix constitutive behavior is given

by the stress–strain response of the sub-microcell, characterized by a plastic flow potential based on the numerical

simulation of the representative cell. In turn, the plastic flow potential generated by the stress–strain response of the

microcell is used as the constitutive response at the continuum macro level for simulation of ductile fracture and for the

assessments of toughness. The interfacial debonding between the matrix and the primary and the secondary inclusion

particles are modeled using decohesion potentials computed through quantum mechanics calculation together with a

mechanical model of normal separation and gliding induced dislocation, which also provides quantitative explanations

why practice strength of a steel is much lower than the atomic separation force and how plasticity occurs in steels.

The ductile fracture simulations on an ASTM standard center cracked specimen lead to the generation, for the first

time, of a toughness, strength, adhesion diagram based on computer simulation and which establishes the relationship

between alloy matrix strength, interfacial decohesion energy, and fracture toughness.
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1. Introduction

One of the principal objectives of micro/nanomechanics of materials is to account for the observed

phenomena and properties of macroscopic solid bodies, such as strength and fracture toughness of steels,

on the basis of the quantum mechanical theory of the behavior of atomic particles. Success will have been

achieved when it becomes possible to calculate the quantities that describe the constitution of materials and

their response to alterations of macroscopic mechanical boundary conditions from the knowledge of the

component elements and their hierarchical structures from atomistic–electronic scales to micro- and
macroscales. This is particularly important for steel design.

For this purpose, the difficulties and complexity originate in the substantial differences in philosophy and

viewpoints between conventional continuum mechanics and quantum theory. In the former, the solution of

a boundary value problem is uniquely determined based on Newton�s laws when initial and boundary
conditions are given; whereas the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the cornerstone of quantum mechanics,

indicates that motion of a particle is characterized by wave solutions of Sch€odinger�s equation and the
intensity of wave solutions defines the ‘‘probability density’’ for the position of this particle. For mechanical

engineers, the challenges lie in how to establish the relationship between a continuum mechanical system
and its atomistic–electronic structure and how to constitute a unified framework that bridges the mecha-

nisms from different scales. These are the key-issues in the ONR project ‘‘cybersteel2020’’ [1] towards the

predictive design of novel steels to combine high strength and fracture toughness.

Both strength and fracture toughness are the key property-indices for steels. Although advanced tech-

nology currently provides many ways to achieve either high strength or high toughness, respectively, in steel

through manufacturing processes, it remains a challenge to achieve both of them simultaneously. This is

because the toughness characterizes the capability of a material against fracture at a crack tip local. The

difference between the local and the global properties reflects the natural heterogeneity of the micro-
structure of steels. The design of steels seeks to achieve desirable micro/nanostructures with optimized

properties through alloy component/phase selection and metallurgical processes based on quantitative

understanding of controlling mechanisms and the relationships among these at different scales.

In this paper, a bottom-up computational methodology has been proposed to establish a hierarchical

multi-physics constitutive model that builds up the relationships among the macroscale properties, micro-

and sub-microstructures, and atomistic failure modes for steels. To this end, new models and computa-

tional schemes have been developed. The innovations presented here can be summarized as follows:

1. We propose an atomistic adhesion model that counts for both the separation normal to newly created

interfaces and gliding induced dislocations. The normal separation is described as a creation of empty

sites, which may trigger gliding induced dislocation that translates the short-ranged covalent binding

force into a long-ranged decohesion law. Rice�s criterion [2] is used to determine these two competing
mechanisms. The computed results provide a quantitative explanation why the practical strength of a

steel is much lower than the prediction of atomic separation and how plasticity occurs in steel.

2. A first-principle based ab initio computation has been performed to calculate the generalized fault en-

ergy against dislocation induced sliding in a bcc-Fe crystal.
3. A ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ has been developed, which transforms an atomistic system into a

‘‘particle system’’ while maintaining intrinsic structural properties such as crystal elastic constants and

molecular dynamic kinetics. Each particle can be a ‘‘super-atom’’ containing several atoms, or represents

an inclusion particle, depending upon the scales of interest. As the particle system can have fewer degrees

of freedom than the atomistic system, the method can be used for bridging atomistic and continuum

scales.

4. A hierarchical multi-physics computational constitutive model has been developed based on a unified

thermodynamic framework. This model is applied in a computation procedure, which is named as a
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‘‘ductile fracture simulator’’ by the authors, to support quantitative tradeoff analysis in microstructural

optimization for fracture toughness.

5. A toughness–strength–adhesion diagram has been obtained for steel design, which establishes the rela-

tionship among alloy matrix strength, inclusion adhesion interfacial energy and fracture toughness. To

the authors� knowledge this is the first computer generated design diagram for engineering application.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the hierarchical model. Section 3 describes

the quantum physics analysis and the bridge to continuum mechanics. The Quasi-particle dynamics ap-
proach is introduced in Section 4. A unified multi-physics thermodynamic framework in continuum

mechanics and a two-level cell representation at sub-micro- and microscales are derived in Section 5, which

lead to a hierarchical constitutive model. Simulations of crack propagation and fracture toughness are

presented in Section 6. As a conclusion, a toughness–strength–adhesion diagram is developed. This dia-

gram, together with the hierarchical constitutive model and computational procedure, constitute the

‘‘ductile fracture simulator’’ presented in Section 7.
2. Methodology and approach

Like all conventional materials, steels are heterogeneous in-nature. A modern ultra-high strength steel

generally consists of an alloy matrix with several levels of dispersed small hard inclusion particles (see Fig.

1). Interfacial strength between the different phases plays an important role in the strength and toughness of

steels.

For the ultra-high strength steels considered here, dispersions of hard particles occur at two distinct

scales: primary particles (such as TiN, MgS, Fe3C) are typically on the order of microns in size; and sec-
ondary particles (such as TiC, TiC2S and M2C compounds) are on the order of tens of nanometers in size.

To develop a macroscopic constitutive model for ultra-high strength, high toughness steel, we propose a

multi-physics approach based on hierarchical unit cell representations of the primary particles and sec-

ondary particles. A quantum mechanical analysis is performed to determine the constitutive relations for
Fig. 1. A TEM micrograph of the fracture surface of a ultra-high-strength steel (with the courtesy of Prof. G. Kruass, School of

Corolado of Mine).
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the iron matrix and the interfacial behavior between the matrix and the inclusions, leading in turn to the
continuum mechanics decohesion potentials for different interfaces and alloy matrices. A continuum

mechanics analysis is applied in the unit cell representation with primary particles, which we call

‘‘microscale cell model’’. A ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ is developed for the cell representation

with secondary particles, which is termed ‘‘sub-microcell model’’. At the quantum scale, the sub-atomic

primitive cells are applied in interfacial separation and bulk iron matrix adhesion analyses. Thus, the

proposed approach links mechanisms from quantum-atomistic scales and micro/sub-microscales to the

scale of a laboratory fracture toughness specimen, as demonstrated in the flow chart of Fig. 2a and briefly

illustrated in Fig. 2b.
In Fig. 2b and in the following analysis, rij and eij denote the stresses and strains at the sub-microscale.

The sub-microscale cell model homogenizes rij and eij into the microscale stress and strain which are de-
noted by Rmicro

ij and Emicroij , respectively; and a microscale plastic potential Umicro is developed. By repeating

this procedure the macroscale stress–strain: Rij, Eij, and the corresponding macroscale plastic potential

Umacro, are obtained, which is applied to the laboratory specimen to fracture simulation.

In the following section, we begin with a description of the crystal separation behavior and the

underlying quantum mechanical consideration, leading to a continuum mechanics force–separation law.
3. Interfacial separation: from quantum mechanics to continuum mechanics

3.1. Interfacial separation: from quantum nanomechanics to continuum micromechanics

For a metallic or intermetallic system where each atom has a sufficient number of electrons, the Thomas-

Fermi [3,4] model is applicable. This model approximates the system as a combination of static atomic

cores that form the crystal and an electronic gas that fills the space among the atoms. Hohenberg and Kohn
[5] and Kohn and Sham�s [6] theorems indicate that the ground-state energy of such a many body system,
which is an eigenvalue of the corresponding wave solution of the Schr€odinger equation, is determined by
electron density distribution. Based on the augmented plane wave method introduced by Slater [7], various

numerical methods have been developed to determine the electron density distribution, e.g. [8–11]. Among

them, the full-potential spin-polarized linear augmented plane wave (FLAPW) [12] is presently considered

to be the most accurate scheme as it holds the fewest approximations.

Macroscopic fracture of a crystal is a process whereby atomic aggregates are split into two parts. For a

defect-free system where separation is normal to the newly created surfaces, Rose et al. [13] found that the
binding energy obeys an approximate ‘‘universal relation’’ of the form

ENðkNÞ ¼ ½EðkN0Þ � Eð1Þ� � E	
N

kN
lTF

;
kN0
lTF

� �
; ð3:1Þ

where ENðkNÞ is the binding energy; kN is the normal separation and kN0 is the normal separation at the
equilibrium state; EðkN0Þ and Eð1Þ are the total ground-state energies of the system at kN0 and kN ! 1,

respectively; lTF is a scaling length which characterizes an atomic size and E	
N is function which describes the

shape of ENðkNÞ. When the system is fully separated and no extra strain is imposed before and after this

separation, the change of the total ground-state energy is identical to the newly created surface energy, i.e.

2AcF ¼ EðkN0Þ � Eð1Þ; ð3:2Þ

where cF is the surface energy per unit area and A is the area of the newly created surfaces.

Real crystals may contain a variety of imperfections, e.g. impurity or interstitial atoms, vacant lattice

site, and dislocations. The normal separation (3.1) can be viewed as the creation of new vacant lattice sites,



Fig. 2. (a) The flow chart of the proposed approach. (b) An illustration of the proposed hierarchical model that links a: the quantum

scale, b: sub-microscale, c: microscale, d: macroscale.
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which may trigger other defects, such as the motion of dislocations along interacting slip planes. Rice�s
criterion [2] states that dislocation motion will be activated when the energy barrier, cUS, against unstable
sliding is smaller than the cleavage surface energy, cF, which provides a basis for describing the competition
between these two mechanisms. The mathematical expression of Rice�s criterion is:

cF
cUS

jR > 1; ð3:3Þ

where jR is a function of the average lattice elastic stress and the angle / between the slip-plane and the

newly-created surface, and jR < 1. When dislocation induced sliding occurs, the relation between the total

system energy ES and sliding separation kS per dislocation can be written as:

ESðkSÞ ¼ cUSE
	
SðkS;/Þ; ð3:4Þ

where E	
SðkS;/Þ is a normalized function which describes the shape of ESðkSÞ.

Weertman [14] studied a rectangular wave shape for E	
SðkS;/Þ. Based on the Peierls concept for a

monoclinic crystals, an approximate expression for E	
S is suggested in [2]

E	
S ¼ sin4

pkS
b

� �
: ð3:5Þ

The relations (3.1)–(3.4) are fundamental equations of atomistic fracture. To obtain accurate values of cF
and cUS, and expressions for E	

S and E	
N, first principle-based calculations are required which will be

introduced in the next section. The quantum mechanics formulation and the method used to obtain these

quantities are briefly described in Appendix A.

In this paper the first-principle calculations are used to compute the binding energy relations for the
following systems:

(1) iron matrix: normal adhesion and sliding;

(2) interfacial decohesion between alloy matrix and TiCxN1�x particles (x ¼ 0: primary particle; x ¼ 1: sec-

ondary particle).

3.2. First-principle computations

The fundamentals of first-principle computation are introduced in [8,11,12] based on density functional

theory [5,6].

The most important step of a first-principle computation of a crystal is to set up the corresponding

geometrical model, i.e. the primitive cell of atomistic analysis. A density functional theory (DFT) based

computation requires the calculation of charge density distribution among atoms. It is crucial to design a

primitive cell that is able to represent the fundamental physics yet which contains sufficiently small numbers

of atoms so as to be computationally treatable.

The starting point for designing an atomistic primitive cell in this study is presuming that the interested
atomic structures of iron and the Fe/TiC interface are much smaller than those geometrical parameters such

as particle/grain sizes, so that an iron crystal can be considered to be an infinite slab of atoms and the Fe/

TiC interface can be considered to be the boundary between a semi-infinite iron slab and semi-infinite TiC

slab. Since interatomic forces (covalent binding forces) are short-range in nature, it is reasonable to design a

repeatable sub-atomic cell with the minimum requisite number of atoms by using the periodic structure of a

crystal.

In the following analysis, we use ‘‘AkB’’ to denote the interface between crystal A and B. For example,

‘‘f001gFebcckf001g
TiC

fcc ’’ denotes the interface between a {0 0 1} surface of a bcc-Fe crystal and a {0 0 1}

surface of a (NaCl structured) fcc-TiC crystal, as shown in Fig. 3a.



Fig. 3. (a) Coherent TiC–Fe [1 0 0] interface; (b) top-down view ([0 0 �1]) of the TiC/Fe interface with the neighbored Fe layer and TiC

layer where Fe atoms sit on the saddle point of TiC crystal. Fe–C site: the Fe crystal moves as indicated by the vector �a; Fe–Ti site: the

Fe crystal moves by the vector �b.
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For a system such as the Fe/TiC interface shown in Fig. 3a, the following failure modes may occur:

1. normal and sliding separations in Fe;

2. normal and sliding separations in the TiC;

3. Fe/TiC interfacial debonding.

The TiC, as a ceramic, has a much higher coherent strength than Fe [15], so the failure mode 2 is ex-

cluded in this analysis.

Both the normal separation and shear sliding in iron matrix have been studied in this paper. We have

computed the ½�1�11� shear fault energy on the ð1�11Þ plane, the normal separation of Fe–Ti site of the
f001gFebcckf001g

TiC
fcc interface, and the separation normal to {1 1 1} plane in a perfect bcc-Fe crystal with

two-empty sites using the linearized augmented plane wave code based on [9]. These computations, in

conjunction with the results from collaborators [16,17] and the literature [15,18], provide a clear picture of

decohesion process of the steel at the quantum scale. The details are given as follows.
3.2.1. Normal separation

3.2.1.1. Fe–Ti site at TiC–bcc-Fe interface. For the interface decohesion problem, the difficulty lies in the

anisotropic-nature of crystalline structures and the misfit in lattice constants between the two different
crystals. It is well known that at room temperature Fe exists as a bcc crystal with a lattice constant of 0.287

nm [19] and TiC exists as a NaCl(fcc) structure with a lattice constant 0.4332 nm [15,20] (Fig. 3a). The

challenge is to find the sites which have the minimum lattice misfit and the strongest binding energy, thus

which form the most coherent junctions among the combinations of Fe–TiC interfacial structures.

For bcc-Fe, the distances from an atom to its most closest neighbors are 0.249 nm (between bcc corner

and center atoms), 0.287 nm (the edge length of a cubic unit of bcc crystal), and 0.407 nm (between the

diagonal atoms pair on the surface of a cubic bcc unit). Obviously, the last one is the site with the minimum

misfit to the lattice constant (0.4332 nm) of the TiC. Hence, the f001gFebcckf001g
TiC
fcc junction matches the
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most preferred binding surfaces of both sides with three possible arrangements: Fe–C site, Fe–Ti site, and
Fe–TiC saddle point site (see Fig. 3b).

The study of the coherent Fe–TiC interface was first performed by Freeman�s group [17] using FLAPW
[21]. In this paper the simulation and calibration of (3.1) and (3.2) of the sub-atomic cell of

f001gFebcckf001g
TiC

fcc decohesion is computed. The interfacial debonding energies are listed in Table 1.

It should be pointed out that the primitive model of Fig. 3a actually represents the interface of a

periodically repeated Fe/TiC layered structure. The height of each layer is twice times of the atoms layers

plotted in the figure. In this primitive cell analysis the effects of layer overlay are omitted.

3.2.1.2. Decohesion normal to (1 1 1) in bcc-iron. A sub-atomic cell is developed as illustrated in Fig. 4a,

where the primitive vectors take the form

�a ¼ �x̂þ ŷ; �b ¼ �ŷþ ẑ; �c ¼ x̂þ ŷþ ẑ; ð3:6Þ
which are originated at ðx̂; 0; 0Þ. Presuming the six outer surfaces of the cell to be rigid, periodic boundary
conditions are imposed on the two surfaces pairs: f0; y�b; z�cg and f�a; y�b; z�cg as well as fx�a; 0; z�cg and

fx�a; �b; z�cg; where (x; y; z) are the coordinates defined in the system f�a; �b;�cg. The surfaces fx�a; y�b; 0g and
fx�a; y�b;�cg are enforced to move oppositely normal to the (1 1 1) plane. For the case with two-empty sites,
the two middle atoms marked with dark color inside are taken away. The sub-atomic cell is periodically
Table 1

Surface energies and equilibrium separations––results of first principle calculations

Decohesion surface Interface 2cF (J/M
2) kN0 (nm) Source

f001gFebcckf001g
TiC
fcc Fe–C site 3.82 0.213 [17]

f001gFebcckf001g
TiC
fcc Fe–Ti site 0.61 0.361 This work (Fig. 4b)

{1 1 1} Perfect 5.43 0.094 This work (Fig. 4b)

{1 1 1} Perfect 5.38 0.0809 [18]

{1 1 1} Two-empty sites 1.1 0.241 This work (Fig. 4b)

½�1�11� stacking fault Fe–Fe cUS ¼ 0:43 (J/M2) This work (Fig. 6)

Fig. 4. (a) Sub-atomic cell for {1 1 1} plane separation in bcc-iron crystal and (b) the computed energy-separation relations for three

cases.
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reproducible throughout space. The 12 · 12 · 1 k-point mesh with Monkhorst and Pack scheme is applied in
the simulations.

3.2.1.3. Results of normal separation. The results are summarized in Table 1. The corresponding computed

energy-separation curves are plotted in Fig. 4b.

3.2.2. Gliding induced dislocation

The stacking fault energy barrier cUS is a crucial parameter for materials, as Eq. (3.3) indicates that the
ratio of cF

cUS
determines the mode of separation, which determines toughness. This is because at macroscale,

normal separation represents brittle fracture whereas atomistic sliding corresponding to plastic flow. When

cUS < cF, gliding induces dislocation motions. A dislocation core is an empty site that reduces the deco-

hesion energy significantly when normal decohesion occurs, see Fig. 4b and Table 1.

There is a considerable amount of research on first principle-based simulations of stacking fault

mechanisms in fcc crystal, e.g. [22], whereas few results are reported for Fe-bcc crystals. In a bcc crystal,

sliding along {110} planes in the h111i direction is an often observed active screw dislocation pattern.

Because sliding may turn from one h111i direction to another, it usually moves along a zigzag path. A
½�1�11� fault is a possible composition of several zigzag motions.
In this paper, we study the ½�1�11� fault. The importance of this motion is that two such stacking faults

form a complete glide dislocation, i.e.:

a
2
½�1�11� þ a

2
½111� ! a½001�; ð3:7aÞ

where ‘‘a’’ is lattice constant. A ½�1�11� fault can be decomposed into the following three steps:
a
2
½�1�11� ! a

8
½�1�10� þ a

4
½�1�12� þ a

8
½�1�10�; ð3:7bÞ

which is formed by a zigzag path on the ð1�10Þ plane. It moves first along the intersection of ð1�11Þ and
ð1�10Þ planes which is the line segment ½�1�10�; then moves along the intersection of (1 1 1) and ð1�10Þ planes
which is the line segment ½�1�12� and finally back to the direction of line segment ½�1�10�. In Fig. 5, a primitive
cell representing the periodic repeating motion of (3.7b) is given. Its primitive vectors, which originate at

ð0; ŷ; ẑÞ, take the form

�a ¼ a
2
½�x̂� ŷþ ẑ�; �b ¼ � a

2
½x̂þ ŷþ ẑ�; �c ¼ a

2
½�ð1� qÞx̂� ð1� qÞŷ� gðqÞẑ�; ð3:8Þ
Fig. 5. The primitive cell for a [�1�11] dislocation.



Fig. 6. The energy-dislocation core position curve of [�1�11] dislocation.
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where q varies from 0 to 1, representing the gliding induced sliding; and

gðqÞ ¼

1 q < 0:25;

3� 4q
2

0:256 q < 0:75;

0 qP 0:75:

8>><>>:
The computed energy-sliding relation is plotted in Fig. 6, which demonstrates the energy barrier cUS for the
motion of a

8
½�1�10� is about 0.31 J/M2 and the cUS for

a
4
½�1�12� is about 0.43 J/M2.

Recall Rice�s criterion (3.3)
cF
cUS

jRð/Þ > 1;

where jRð/Þ � 0:3. Comparing Fig. 6 and the results listed in Table 1, we conclude that at the Fe–C site of
the TiC/Fe interface and in a perfect bcc-Fe matrix, relation (3.3) is satisfied so that sliding induced

separations dominate the decohesion process. Under these situations, fracture is ‘‘intrinsically’’ ductile.

Also from Table 1 we find that point defects, such as vacancies, have a strong effect on the fracture

mechanisms since they reduce the decohesion energy significantly, and thus transform a ductile fracture to

brittle.

3.2.3. The ‘‘c plane’’ sliding

According to the difference in decohesion energy between the Fe–C site and the Fe–Ti site (see Table 1),
we obtain an estimate of (3.4) for the sliding tangential to the Fe–TiC interface, termed ‘‘c plane’’ sliding:

EcðkcÞ ¼ AS sin
4 pkcx

b

� �
sin4

pkcy

b

� �
; ð3:9Þ

where

AS ¼
kNc0

kN

� �6
ðcSjFe–C � cSjFe–TiÞ;

kNc0 ¼ 0:213 nm, b is taken as the average of the lattice constants of TiC (0.4332 nm) and Fe (0.407 nm); kcx,

kcy are the projections of kc onto the x- and y-axis in Fig. 3b, respectively; when kSx ¼ kSy ¼ 0, it refers to the
Fe–C site.
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3.3. A proposed potential approach based on Needleman’s potential and quantum mechanics simulation

Needleman [23] developed an interface cohesive model that defines the normal traction ðrNÞ and tan-
gential traction ðrTÞ along the interface through a potential Winterface

rN ¼ � oWinterface

o½uN�
; rT ¼ � oWinterface

o½uT�
; ð3:10Þ

where ½uN�, ½uT� are normal and tangential interfacial separations, respectively. An expression for Ui is given

in [23] which is calibrated using experimental results [24].

In this study, we split the Needleman�s potential into normal separation part WN and tangential part WT,

respectively

rN ¼ � oWN

o½uN�
; rT ¼ � oWT

o½uT�
: ð3:10aÞ

According to (3.1)–(3.4), we propose that the WN and WT take the forms of

WN ¼ EN þ jslide
X

ES; WT ¼ Ec; ð3:11Þ

where EN is given in Table 1; Ec is given by (3.9).
P

ES is the summation of sliding energy for all slip
systems except the c plane and jslide is a coefficient to be determined; which will be discussed in the next
section.

3.4. Rescaling factor

The expression (3.11) is inconvenient for continuum mechanical analysis when no sliding occurs. This is

because (3.1) describes a process of covalent bond breaking which is very short-ranged. The corresponding

force usually becomes negligible when separation is greater than 1 nm, which is not an appropriated scale

for continuum mechanics. On the other hand, it is also not trivial to compute the term ‘‘jslide
P

ES’’ in (3.11)
accurately.

The previous analysis indicates that iron is ‘‘intrinsically ductile’’. When normal separation consorts with

a dislocation induced sliding, the short-ranged force defined by (3.1) may be transformed into a longer
range force. This mechanism is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7. In this figure the separation of the

interface A is caused by the separation imposed on the two ends of the dashed box, which contains all

motions within the box. Fig. 7a is the no sliding case where (3.3) is not satisfied; while Fig. 7b shows the

case where kN is a combination of the normal components of gliding induced separations plus the normal
separation between interfacial atom-pairs. Dislocation motion may thus roughen a fracture surface and,

thereby modify the total surface energy and peak stress.

The mechanism proposed in Fig. 7a and b can be stated as the following two hypotheses:

1. The tangential components of dislocation induced sliding trade off against each other, except the sliding

along the c-plane.
2. If we assume that the change of surface energy is negligible, then the normal components of all sliding

induced separations reduce the peak separation force through rescaling the universal function E	
N. de-

fined in (3.1) in the following manner:

EN þ jslide
X

ES ¼ 2cFE
	
N j

kN � kN0
lTF

	 
� �
; ð3:12Þ

where j is a re-scaling parameter to be discussed in the following sections.



Fig. 7. Normal separation and sliding induced separation: (a) pure normal separation; (b) mixed separation–separation strength

weakens and (c) a dislocation induced sliding may cause a zigzag morphology at fracture surface.
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By substituting (3.12) into (3.11), the latter becomes

WN ¼ 2cFE
	
N j

kN � kN0
lTF

	 
� �
ð3:13Þ

and

WT ¼ Ec: ð3:14Þ
In this paper the effect of dislocation induced atomic vibration (dislocation–phonon interaction) is

omitted.



Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of a grain boundary.
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3.5. Grain boundary segregation

An Fe–TiC interface can be viewed as a grain boundary. This is because in practices it is non-trivial to

control all surfaces of a TiC particle to be perfectly coherent to alloy matrix. The vicinity of a grain

boundary interface can be represented by three regions: grain A, grain B, and an interfacial zone h; as
illustrated in Fig. 8. Irregularities such as misfit in lattice constants, mismatch in atomistic properties and
crystal orientations, molar fraction of the solute, and the free volume in h, may change the energy-sepa-
ration potentials (3.13) and (3.14) significantly [25].

According to the thermodynamic description of interfacial segregation, e.g. [26–29], during a fast

fracture at low temperature the reduction of the ideal (Griffith) work of separation can be expressed by [27]:

2cF ¼ 2c0F � lX
I

�
� lX

S

�
CX ; ð3:15Þ

where c0F is the separation energy in a pure system without segregate elements, the superscript ‘‘X ’’ denotes
the quantities associated with a segregate element X : CX is the quantity of the composition X per unit area

of interface, lX
I is the (interfacial) chemical potential of X before separation and lX

S is the chemical potential

of the bulk surface phase of X after separation. The value of the quantity ðlX
I � lX

S Þ, where X is one among

the elements of Carbon (C), Phosphorus (P), Tin (Sn), Antimony (Sb), Sulfur (S), are given in [27] based on

experimental data.

Hence, when an interface structure is fixed, the re-scaling parameter j in (3.13) can be computed

accurately. However, it is impractical to do this case by case in engineering design. Accordingly, we
introduce an ad hoc estimate of j for our application.
The idealized coherent interface, e.g. that in Fig. 3, can be considered as a degenerate case of Fig. 8 when

h ¼ 0 and h ¼ ai, where ai is the interatomic distance at the interface and it has the same order as the lattice
constants of the matrices. An ad hoc estimate of the re-scaling parameter j in (3.13) is

j ¼ ai
h
: ð3:16Þ

Alber and Bassani [30] have performed a series of molecular dynamic simulation of the R3 and R5 grain
boundaries. According to the variation of the computed elastic constants their results suggest that h � 5a
where a is the lattice constant of A and B in Fig. 3 when A¼B. Accordingly, we use a value of j ¼ 1=5 in
this paper, which predicts the maximum separation stress of 6 GPa at the Fe–C site of f001gFebcckf001g

TiC
fcc

interface. This estimate matches experimental results for the commercial steel (modified 4340 steel) that will

be studied later. This steel shows that the maximum value of flow stress, rflow, is near 2 GPa. The slip-line



Fig. 9. Interfacial metallic debonding/decohesion law.
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analysis [23,24] indicates that the maximum separation stress between a hard inclusion and an iron matrix is

approximately ð1þ
ffiffiffi
3

p
Þrflow.

Finally, we obtained the normal traction-separations for the Fe–TiC interface which are plotted in Fig. 9
using j ¼ 1=5 to calibrate (3.13) based on the results in Fig. 4b and Table 1. The curve with the maximum
peak stress is corresponding to the Fe–C site separation while the one with the lowest peak stress is cor-

responding to the Fe–Ti site separation.
4. Quasi-particle dynamics approach 1

As mentioned in Section 2, the secondary particles in ultra high strength steel are on the order of tens
nanometers in size. Materials decohesion and fracture at this scale may depend strongly on atomistic

properties, such as crystal periodicity and orthogonal anisotropy. Molecular dynamics (MD) is an

appropriate method to bridge the quantum physics to continuum mechanical analysis at this scale.

The application of molecular dynamics is hampered by the computational demands of simulating a

sufficiently large number of atoms to represent the physical phenomenon of interest. The interatomic

distances in a crystal are at the order of Angstroms. Hence, a simulation of a 3D cell model with the

dimension of hundreds nanometers requires about 109 atoms. A laboratory specimen for fracture toughness

is usually on the scale of centimeters. For such a specimen, an ‘‘exact’’ 3D simulation using molecular
dynamics or other atomistic methods requires a model that contains about 1020 atoms, which is beyond

current computational limits. This motivated the development of the ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’;

for short, ‘‘Particle Dynamics’’.

The basic idea of ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ is to represent an atomic system as a particle

system through lumping fixed number of atoms into a super-atom, which we call a ‘‘particle’’, while pre-

serving the essential properties of the atomic system via a proposed ‘‘equivalent stiffness rule’’. This rule

requires that the particle system has the same crystal structure and stiffness coefficients as the original

atomic system but with a larger inter-particle spacing that is determined from the scale of interest, see Fig.
10b and c. The original physics is preserved through transforming the inter-atomic potential (Fig. 10a) into
1 This method is also termed ‘‘Particle Dynamics’’ in other publications of the authors.



Fig. 10. Quasi-particle dynamics approach (particle dynamics): (a) conventional Lennard–Jones potential; (b) an atomic system with

the equilibrium interatomic distance a0; (c) a particle system with the equilibrium inter-particle distance Na0; the particles at this scale
are termed as ‘‘quasi-particles’’; (d) the structural particle system where each structural particle is lumped into several quasi particles;

all structural particles are partitioned into natural elements defined by grain structure and (e) coupling of the continuum mechanics

solution inside a grain with interfacial solution.
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an inter-particle potential by preserving the same elastic constants for both systems. More details of the

method can be found in [31].

We reemphasize that the ‘‘particle’’ in ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ is an atomic aggregate and

the number of atoms in the aggregate is determined by the scale of interest. It can represent an inclusion

particle in alloy matrix such as a TiC particle, or just contains a single atom so that the particle system

degenerates to the original crystal.

The ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ is developed based on the two distinct methodologies: The

embedded-atom method (EAM) [32,33] and meshfree methods [34–36]. Regarding the literatures of
meshfree methods and other computational methods associated with multi-scale numerical approaches, we

refer to [34,35,37–45]. Review of meshfree methods can be found in [46], also recently in [47,48].
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4.1. Particle system and inter-particle potential

For metals, the EAM [32,33] is a powerful method among those employed in the family of molecular

dynamics. In EAM the total energy Etot of a crystal, Figs. 3a or 4a, is expressed as the summation of a
combination Ei for each individual atom:

Etot ¼
X

i

Ei; ð4:1Þ

where Ei is defined by

Ei ¼ Fiðqhi Þ þ
1

2

X
i;j; j 6¼i

Uatom
ij ðrijÞ; ð4:2Þ

where qhi is the total electron density at atom i associated with the host (i.e., the rest of the atoms in the
system) and Fi is a function of qhi ; U

atom
ij ðrijÞ is a pair-potential that is the function of the distance rij between

atoms i and j.
We propose an addition term to (4.2)

Ei ¼ Fiðqhi Þ þ
1

2

X
i;j; j 6¼i

Uatom
ij ðrijÞ þ

X
i;j;k; j 6¼k;
j6¼i; k 6¼i

GijkðhijkÞ; ð4:3Þ

where GijkðhijkÞ is the energy associated with rotation, hijk is the angle between bonds i� j and i� k.
As suggested in [49], the function Fiðqhi Þ in (4.2) can be written as

qhi ¼
X
j; j 6¼i

r0ij
rij

" #6
and q0i ¼

X
j; j 6¼i

1 ð4:4aÞ

and

Fiðqhi Þ ¼ �ðEsep � EemptyÞ 1

�
� m0Log

qhi
q0i

� ��
qhi
q0i

� �m0

; ð4:4bÞ

where the superscript ‘‘0’’ denotes the variables, e.g. rij ¼ r0ij, at equilibrium condition; m0 is a constant to be

determined; Esep and Eempty are atomic separation energy and unrelaxed empty site formation energy,
respectively; where the former is defined by (3.2), the latter is obtained from the results listed in Table 1. A

general approach to determine Ei according to atomic separation (3.1) is given in [50].

We propose the three-body energy term in the form as

GijkðhijkÞ ¼ cUS½ðcos hijk cos hjki cos hkijÞm1 � c3�; ð4:5Þ
where hijk is the angle between rij and rik, rij denotes the vector starting at atom i and ends at atom j; m1 ¼ 1

and c3 ¼ 0:1887 for bcc-Fe crystal.
For the atomic system shown in Fig. 10b, in general, the pair potential Uatom

ij ðrijÞ can be characterized by
the Lennard–Jones potential (Fig. 10a):

Uatom
ij ¼ 4e0

r0
rij

� �12"
� r0

rij

� �6#
ð4:6Þ

which contains two scaling parameters r0 and e0. The former is the ‘‘collision diameter’’ that refers to the
separation for which the energy is zero; and the latter is the ‘‘depth of the well’’ as demonstrated in Fig. 10a.
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Thus, the atomic system in Fig. 10b is completely defined when its crystal structure is given with a fixed
potential (4.1)–(4.5). Consequently, when the aggregate particle system in Fig. 10c has the same crystal

structure as the system in Fig. 10b with a similar inter-particle potential like (4.1)–(4.5), then the particle

system can be used to reproduce the kinetics and dynamics of the system in Fig. 10b with the accuracy up to

the spacing between the particles. The key-issue here is to find the parameters r0 and e0 in the inter-particle
potential for the aggregated system so as to preserves the same stiffness coefficients of the atomic system.

For a cubic system such as bcc and fcc, the crystal stiffness is determined by three independent elastic

constants: C11, C12, and C44 [32,33]. For a given cubic crystal, the parameters r0 and e0, together with the m0

in (4.4b) can be fixed by these elastic constants, and vice versa. We use the same concept to develop an
‘‘equivalent stiffness rule’’ for the ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’, i.e. so that the aggregate particle

system has the same stiffness coefficients as the underlying crystal.

In this analysis, Rose�s relation (3.1) is used to fit (4.4) and (4.6) for an atomic system like Fig. 10b while

m0 is set to be 0.36 according to results in [51,52]. The system in Fig. 10b is partitioned into several sub-

domains and the atoms in each sub-domain are lumped into a single particle, as illustrated in Fig. 10c. The

size of each sub-domain is determined by the length scale of interest. The ‘‘equivalent stiffness rule’’ is

applied to establish the potential for this ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ system.

For simplification, here we consider the case of infinitesimal deformation without relative rotation.
There is no difficulty to extend this procedure to the finite deformation case. For an infinitesimal motion of

an atom i in a crystal characterized by (4.2), the change of the energy DEi associated with the atom i is

DEi ¼ Fi qhi
� �

� Fi qh0i
� �

þ 1

2

X
j

Uatom
ij ðrijÞ

h
� Uatom

ij ðr0ijÞ
i
; ð4:7Þ

where j is summed over all neighbors of i if rij is less than a given cut-off radius. The term
Fiðqh0i Þ þ 1

2

P
j ½Uatom

ij ðr0ijÞ� denotes a reference state and is a constant. The derivation operations of DEi with

respect to the distances to neighbor atoms along a given direction reflects the stiffness of the crystal in this

direction, which is interpreted as an orientation dependent elastic constant [32]. When the system is under

pure volumetric, rhombohedral shear, and tetragonal shear deformation, respectively, one can derive the

corresponding bulk modulus K, rhombohedral shear modulus G1 and tetragonal shear modulus G2. This

provides three conditions to calibrate R0, E0, and M0 for the EAM-type energy for the Quasi-particle

dynamics approach system in Fig. 10c:

EQPi ¼ FiðKh
i Þ þ

1

2

X
i;j; j6¼i

UQP
ij ðRijÞ ð4:8Þ

through preserving the same K, G1 and G2 as that in the underlying crystal. In (4.8) the superscript ‘‘QP’’

refers to quantities in the Quasi-particle system such as in Fig. 10c, and

Kh
i ¼

X
j; j 6¼i

R0ij
Rij

" #6
: ð4:9Þ

For a bcc or fcc crystal, this transformation can be derived analytically according to crystal distortions [53].

In this study, the proposed ‘‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ is applied for two objectors: bcc-Fe matrix

and TiC–Fe interface. In the former the EAM potential (4.4)–(4.6) are used where m0 ¼ 0:36; for the latter
only the pair potential (4.6) is applied as m0 is set to be zero. The TiC matrix is considered to be continuum
elasticity. To illustrate we consider the case that m0 ¼ 0 in bulk iron matrix so the first term of (4.8) vanishes

and only the calibrations of r0 and e0 are required.
Consider a bcc crystal with lattice constants fa1; a2; a3g; at the equilibrium state, ai ¼ a0, for i ¼ 1; 2; 3.

Any atom in such a bcc crystal has eight neighbor atoms at a distance of r1 ¼ a0
ffiffiffi
3

p
=2, six neighbors at a
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distance of r2 ¼ a0, eight neighbor atoms at a distance r3 ¼ a0
ffiffiffi
2

p
. In order to illustrate the concept, we cut

off the ‘‘domain of influence’’ of the potentials (4.6) to be less than r3.
When the crystal is under volumetric deformation

a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a3 ¼ a ð4:10Þ
and the bulk modulus at the position that the atom i occupies is

Katom ¼ 1

9ða0Þ2
½3a0ðUatom

i1 ðr1ÞÞ00 þ 3a0ðUatom
i2 ðr2ÞÞ00 � 4

ffiffiffi
3

p
ðUatom

i1 ðr1ÞÞ0 � 6ðUatom
i2 ðr2ÞÞ0�; ð4:11Þ

where

ðUðxÞÞ0 ¼ dðUðxÞÞ
dx

and ðUatom
ij ðrjÞÞ denotes the potential (4.6) of atom i to the neighbor with the distance rj, j ¼ 1; 2. For

infinitesimal strain, Katom is constant because

ðUatom
a1 ðr1ÞÞ0 ¼ Uatom

a1

a0
ffiffiffi
3

p

2

 ! !0

; ðUatom
a2 ðr2ÞÞ0 ¼ ðUatom

a2 ða0ÞÞ0:

Similarly, when the bcc crystal is under a rhombohedral shear deformation

a1 ¼ a; a2 ¼ a3 ¼ 2a0 � a ð4:12Þ
and the corresponding rhombohedral shear modulus at site i is

Gatom ¼ 1

9ða0Þ2
½3a0ðUatom

i1 ðr1ÞÞ00 þ 4
ffiffiffi
3

p
ðUatom

i1 ðr1ÞÞ0 þ 9ðUatom
i2 ðr2ÞÞ0�: ð4:13Þ

The bcc atomic crystal of Fig. 10b is aggregated into a ‘‘bcc quasi-particle crystal’’ with spacing Na0 in
Fig. 10c. This quasi-particle system is characterized by the potential

UQP
ij ¼ 4E0

R0
Rij

� �12"
� R0

Rij

� �6#
; ð4:14Þ

where Rij is the distance between a quasi-particles pair i and j. By restricting the domain of influence of
(4.14) to the first two closest neighbor-particles and repeating the procedure (4.10)–(4.13), we obtain

KQP ¼ 1

9ðNa0Þ2
½3Na0ðUQP

ij ðR1ÞÞ00 þ 3Na0ðUQP
ij ðR2ÞÞ00 � 4

ffiffiffi
3

p
ðUQP

ij ðR1ÞÞ0 � 6ðUQP
ij ðR2ÞÞ0� ð4:15Þ

and

GQP ¼ 1

9ðNa0Þ2
½3Na0ðUQP

ij ðR1ÞÞ00 þ 4
ffiffiffi
3

p
ðUQP

ij ðR1ÞÞ0 þ 9ðUQP
ij ðR2ÞÞ0�; ð4:16Þ

where

R1 ¼ Na0

ffiffiffi
3

p

2
; R2 ¼ Na0:

Now introduce the equivalent stiffness rule by setting

KQP ¼ Katom; GQP ¼ Gatom: ð4:17Þ

These two equations determine the parameters E0 and R0 in the particle potential defined by (4.14).
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At the Fe–TiC interface shown in Fig. 3a where Fe is bcc and TiC has the (NaCl)fcc crystal structure, we
assume two classes of quasi-particle potentials: the potentials for the bulk Fe or TiC matrix and interfacial

potential. Eqs. (4.10)–(4.17) describe the procedure to obtain the quasi-particle dynamics potential of bulk

bcc-iron crystal. The TiC matrix is presumed pure elasticity.

The proposed ‘‘equivalent stiffness rule’’ is also applied for determining the quasi-particle interfacial

potential. The interatomic potential at TiC–Fe interface has already been obtained in Section 3, shown in

Figs. 4b and 9. The elastic constant associated with the direction perpendicular to the interface, denoted as

CFe–TiC
? , is calculated by the second order derivative of (3.1) [13]

CFe�TiC
? ¼ 2cF

latom
d2E	

N

dk2N

�����
TiC–Fe

; ð4:18Þ

where latom is the interfacial interplanar spacing of the atomic system at equilibrium state, see
Table 1. Using (4.6) to describe (3.1), r0 an e0 of (4.6) are determined according to latom and total decohesion
energy.

Assuming that lQP, the interfacial interplanar spacing for the quasi-particle dynamics approach system at

equilibrium state, is given by

lQP ¼ Nlatom; ð4:19Þ
where N is defined in Fig. 10c; we have

CFe�TiC
? ¼ lQP

d2UQP

dR2
; ð4:20Þ

where UQP is the quasi-particle interfacial potential.

By comparing (4.20) with (4.18), together with (4.19), we have two relations to calculate the parameters
in UQP defined by (4.14).
4.2. Coupling of quasi-particle dynamics approach and continuum mechanics

Here, we propose a procedure that couples the ‘‘quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ with the continuum

mechanics simulation.

To affect the coupling behavior between the discrete quasi-particle representation and a continuum, a

lumping procedure similar to that employed in quasi-continuum method [54,55] is used. Using meshfree
method, each grain or inclusion particle is discretized into several nodes that are termed ‘‘structural par-

ticles’’. Each structural particle is lumped by several quasi particles, as illustrated in Fig. 10d. The quantities

associated with a structural particle I is denoted by the capital subscript I and the quantities associated with
a quasi-particle i is denoted by the plain subscript i.
We assume that the velocity field _u for the problems in Fig. 10d–e can be written as an multi-level

decomposition [38,40,44,56]

_u ¼ _uC þ _uSP � _w; ð4:21Þ
where _uC is the continuum velocity field, _uSP the velocity field described by discretized nodes (structural
particles) and _w the overlapping velocity field bridging continuum and particle scale. For application of this
approach, see [40,44,56–58], also in [59], where a introduction is given to associated with other approaches.

The continuum mechanical solution _uC is determined through the total Lagrange weak form [60]

Z
I

qC0 � d _uC
�

þ sðuCÞ : rd _uC
�
dXI �

Z
I

�t � d _uC dCI
t ¼ 0; ð4:22Þ
X Ct
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where q0 is the density at reference configuration and s is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, XI is a

reference domain that coincides to the grain I in Fig. 10d and e, CI
t is the boundary of XI where the traction

�t is applied. In a discretized ‘‘structural particle’’ system, the last term in (4.16) is expressed in the form asZ
CI
t

�t � d _uC dCI
t ¼

XNJ

J¼1
wJ�tJ � d _uCJ ; ð4:23Þ

where the subscript ‘‘J ’’ denotes the quantities at node J and wJ is the weight at this node; there are in total

NJ nodes (structural particles) in XI on which the force �tJ is imposed. The moving particle finite element
method is applied to solve (4.22) and (4.23) in each XI and the interaction between XI1 and XI2 is governed
by the interfacial potential defined in (4.24) as below.

The solution of (4.22) requires knowledge of a constitutive relation, which can be obtained in two ways:

to define a structural particle pair potential using the same procedure for quasi particles and to engage a

continuum analytical model [61] based on the Cauchy–Born law. The second way is applied in this analysis.

The details will be given in the following sections.

The uSP is solved using the potential defined below. Let XI1 ;XI2 ;XI3 . . . be the domain of the grains
I1; I2; I3; . . . (the sub-domain of the secondary partitioning in Fig. 10d); the pair potential between a

structural particle J1 in XI1 and another structural particle J2 in XI2 is defined as

USP
J1J2

¼
PNJ1

i¼1
PNJ2

j¼1 UQP
ij ðRijÞ for XI1 6¼ XI2 ;

0 for XI1 � XI2 ;

�
ð4:24Þ

where USP
J1J2

is the pair potential in the structural particle system and UQP
ij ðRijÞ is the pair potential between

the quasi-particle i that is lumped to the structural particle J1 and the quasi-particle j is lumped to the
structural particle J2; NJ1 and NJ2 denote the number of quasi-particles lumped to J1 and J2, respectively. At
Fe–TiC interface, the UQP

ij is determined according to (4.18)–(4.20).

The potential USP
J1J2

in (4.24) establishes the bonds between XI1 and XI2 . Hence, the solution of uSP

provides the boundary condition of uC, as illustrated in Fig. 10e.

To trade off the overlapping between uSP and uC, the term _w in (4.21) is defined as

_w ¼
_uC at structural node J1 : USP

J1Ji
6¼ 0;

0 at structural node J1 : USP
J1Ji

� 0:

(
ð4:25Þ

Thus, the boundary value problem defined in Fig. 10e is solved through the continuum mechanics weak
form (4.22) with the boundary conditions defined by (4.23) and (4.24).
5. Hierarchical unit cells and constitutive model

In this section we discuss the response of the sub-micro unit cell and microcell models with secondary

and primary inclusions by employing the first principle-based potential obtained in the previous sections.

The procedure summarized in Figs. 1 and 2 is engaged in this analysis. The resulting macroscale consti-
tutive law will then be applied in a macroscale simulation of ductile fracture. The experimental results of

modified 4340 steel [62,63] are used as an example in the simulation. For the constitutive modeling of

heterogeneous system, we refer [64–80].

5.1. A thermodynamic framework for multi-physics computational mechanics

First we establish a thermodynamic framework for computational mechanics analysis based on the

theory of Hughes [81], which provides the necessary conditions for
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• setting up a constitutive model without violation of the energy conservation law

• conducting a stabilized numerical simulation.

In the following analysis, we use r to represent the Cauchy stress tensor and _� the symmetric part of the
velocity gradient. Both the Cauchy stresses and velocity gradient can be at either sub-micro-, micro-, or

macroscale. All analysis will be performed in a co-rotation configuration so the change of stress due to

system rotation is removed. The notations and formulations of continuum plasticity introduced in [60] are

applied in this analysis. The detailed formulation of the co-rotation operation under large deformation is
introduced in Appendix B.

We assume the additive decomposition of strain rate _�

_� ¼ _�e þ _�p; ð5:1Þ
where the superscript ‘‘e’’ denotes the elastic part and ‘‘p’’ denotes the plastic part. More explanation about

(5.1) is introduced in Appendix C.

In conventional continuum plasticity

_r ¼ De : _�e; _�p ¼ _�e
oU
or

; ð5:2Þ

where De is elastic stiffness matrix, _�e is ‘‘flow factor’’, U is the plastic potential to be found

U ¼ Uðr; k1; k2; . . . ; kmÞ; ð5:3Þ
where kk are internal variables, such as equivalent plastic strain, damage, etc.

Following the conventional elastic–plastic analysis, e.g. the procedure introduced in [60], (5.7) leads to

the incremental formulation of constitutive law when U is known:

Dr ¼ Dep : D _�;

where

Dep ¼ De � ðDe : UrÞðUr : DeÞ
�
P

k hk � Ukk þ Ur : De : Ur

ð5:4Þ

and

Ukk ¼
oU
okk

; Ur ¼ oU
or

; _kk ¼ _�ehk ¼ _�e
oWk

oFk
;

where Fk, kk are conjugate pairs of the internal variables in (5.3) and the corresponding general thermo-
dynamic force, respectively. For example, Fk, kk can be the pair of stress r and strain �, the interfacial
traction �t and separation ½u�, a scale damage f and its driving force h, temperature gradient and heat flux,
etc. Wk is the corresponding energy dissipation of the pair ðFk; kkÞ

Wk ¼
Z kk

0

Fk � dkk: ð5:5Þ

We want to find the general rule to establish a potential U in (5.2) for a system with multi-physics.

Hughes [81] has proven that the stability of a computation mechanics solution is determined by the sat-

isfaction of the local form of the Clausius–Duhem inequalityX
k

½Fk � _kk � _Wkð _kk; T Þ� � _uð _�e; T Þ þ s _T P 0; ð5:6Þ

where T , s, u denote in turn the temperature, entropy, and free energy. The Clausius–Duhem inequality is
actually an alternative representation of the second thermodynamic principle [82], which has been widely
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applied in the constitutive models, e.g. in [82–84]. However, only [81] reveals that (5.6) is equally important

for both constitutive modeling and numerical simulation, which is crucial for computational material de-

sign.

In this analysis we assume no heat supply and conduction. Considering the simplest case in Fig. 10e: only

the conjugate pairs of stress–strain ðr; �Þ, interfacial traction and separation ð�t; ½u�Þ, scale damage and its
driving force ðh; f Þ, are taken into account; then (5.6) becomes

r : _�þ t � ½ _u� þ h _f � _uð _�e; T Þ � _Wt � _Wf þ s _T P 0; ð5:7Þ
where Wt and Wf are the energy dissipations of ð�t; ½u�Þ and ðh; f Þ, respectively; and

_u ¼ ou
o�e

: _�e þ ou
oT

� _T ; _Wt ¼
oWt

o½u� : ½
_u� þ oWt

oT
� _T ; _Wf ¼ oWf

of
_f þ oWf

oT
� _T : ð5:8Þ

On the other hand

r ¼ ou
o�e

; s ¼ ou
oT

þ oWf

oT
þ oWt

oT
: ð5:9Þ

Substituting (5.8) and (5.9) into (5.7), it can be satisfied if

t ¼ oWt

o½u� ; hf ¼ oWf

of
ð5:10Þ

and

r : ð _�� _�eÞP 0: ð5:11Þ
The first relation in (5.10) requires Wt to be Needleman�s potential, e.g. defined by (4.24). The second
relation of (5.10) defines a potential of damage. By comparison (5.11) with (5.2), we obtain

_r :
oU
or

P 0: ð5:12Þ

This equation lays down a ‘‘convex condition’’ for any proposed plastic potential U, which also defines the
local form of stability condition for the multi-physics computational mechanics approach. At a material

point, (5.12) is an alternate expression of Drucker�s postulate for isotropic plasticity.
5.2. Two-level cell modeling

The cell models for determining the constitutive response are based on periodic distributions of inclusion

particles. Hence, according to the arrangements of the inclusions, three representative cells are illustrated in

Fig. 11a. Using periodic and symmetric properties, the three-dimensional cubical primitive distribution can

be simplified to the two-dimensional rectangular cell with single inclusion; whereas the 3D body central

cubic or hexagonal distribution can be simplified to the 2D rectangular cell with double inclusions, as

shown in Fig. 11b. By varying the shape, size and distributions of the primary/secondary inclusion particles
and the decohesion energies, the methodology of computational cell modeling introduced, e.g. in

[67,69,70,74,85], is applied in this paper.

The Bishop–Hill relations [86]

Rij ¼
1

Vcell

Z
Vcell

rcellij dV ; _Eij ¼
1

Vcell

Z
Vcell

_ecellij dV ð5:13Þ

are employed in the analysis which establishes the relationship between the homogenized average stress/

strain (Rij;Eij) response and cell stress/strain (rcellij ; ecellij ). The amplitudes and distributions of rcellij ; ecellij are



Fig. 11. The cell model: (a) three classes of periodic distributions of inclusions and (b) boundary conditions imposed in cell modeling.
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determined by parameters such as the material properties of the cell matrix and inclusion, the interfacial

cohesion, the size and geometries of inclusions, and the load imposed on the cell. Both two dimensional and

three dimensional cells are analyzed.

5.2.1. Sub-microcell model

The sub-microcell simulation aims to:

(1) investigating the effects of the secondary inclusion particles (TiC, about 2–300 nm in size) and debond-
ing behavior on the micro-stress–strain response;

(2) establishing the corresponding constitutive model that is applied as the matrix material in a microscale

cell model.

The quasi-particle dynamics approach is applied in the sub-microscale cell model. At the structural

particles level (Fig. 10d and e), the entire iron matrix is treated as a grain and the inclusions are to be other

grains. The interfacial decohesion curves shown in Fig. 9 are applied for establishing the particle potential

(4.24). The secondary particle, TiC, is treated as isotropic and linear elastic with the Young�s modulus of
600 GPa and a Poisson ratio 0.3.

A crucial part of this simulation is to establish the constitutive law of the iron matrix. According to the

first principle calculation, the (1 1 1) adhesion energy of pure iron is about 5.5 J/M2 which leads to a peak

decohesion stress around 45 GPa, see Table 1 and Fig. 12a. When point defects, e.g. empty sites, exist, the

adhesion energy drops drastically, see Table 1. Using the homogenization procedure, e.g. [61,87], the



Fig. 12. The constitutive law of iron matrix, from interatomic force-separation relation to conventional plasticity: (a) interatomic

normal traction vs. separation; (b) interatomic shear force vs. gliding; (c) a non-linear elasticity, homogenized based on (a); (d) a stress–

strain response homogenized combining normal separation and gliding, and J2 plasticity and (e) experimental measurement of the
modified 4340 steel [62,63].
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interatomic force separation relation in Fig. 12a can be transformed to an non-linear elastic constitutive law

shown in Fig. 12c.

On the other hand, the analysis of Section 3 indicates that a bcc-iron is ‘‘intrinsically ductile’’ according

to (3.3) and the model introduced in Fig. 5. The corresponding shear traction vs. gliding separation is

shown in Fig. 12b. Applying the model illustrated in Fig. 7 to the separation of iron matrix, one can find
that the gliding induced dislocation has two obvious effects on the corresponding homogenized stress–strain
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response: (1) reducing peak stress; (2) increasing the strain at final failure, as show in Fig. 12d. Fig. 12a–d
actually explain how plasticity occurs in real steel. Theoretically speaking, the amplitude of the ‘‘yield

plateau’’ and the value of the final failure strain in Fig. 12d can be computed accurately using first-principle

computation. However, in practice it is difficult to know the exact numbers and positions of point defects

because these parameters actually determine the final result.

In this research the iron matrix of sub-microcell is assumed to be a continuum medium governed by

the stress–strain response with a flat ‘‘plateau’’ in Fig. 12d. The homogenization of the atomic normal

separation, plotted in Fig. 12c, is split into two parts to describe loading stage I and softening stage III

in Fig. 12d, respectively; whereas the J2 plasticity is applied to describe the stage II, i.e. the ‘‘plateau’’.
The experiment result of the modified 4330 steel [62,63] is applied to calibrate the height of the

‘‘plateau’’ and the onset of softening, denoted as the yield strength rY0 and the shear failure strain ef ,
respectively.

Fig. 12e shows the experimental stress–strain curve of the modified 4340 steel, which is studied in col-

laboration with the Caterpillar Technical Center employing both uniaxial tension and pure shear tests

[62,63]. Under the pure shear condition, no significant debonding between the primary inclusions and the

alloy matrix has been observed and the material fails entirely by microvoiding at the secondary particles;

therefore the measured initial yield stress is taken as a lower bound whereas the maximum stress is as an
upper bound of the yield strength of the iron matrix since the measured result contains the strengthening

provided by the secondary (TiC) particles after yielding in the steel.

In the computation the initial slope at stage I, which defines Young�s modulus, is 200 GPa with a Poisson
ratio of 0.3. The rY0, measured at initial yield in the experimental stress–strain curve, is 1.03 GPa and the
failure shear strain is 0.2 according to shear test.

In the sub-microcell modeling, biaxial tension (2D) and triaxial tension (3D) are imposed on the unit cell.

Various ratios of the first and the third principle stresses are chosen to reproduce uniaxial tension, pure

shear, and the stress state in-between. The average stresses and strain are measured according to (5.13).
Plotted in Fig. 13 are a set of snapshots of the sub-micro equivalent plastic strain contours during

debonding and the corresponding microshear stress–strain response. The cell is under shear dominant

boundary conditions. However, a localized normal separation may also occur. These results demonstrate

that the localization incipience is characterized by onset of the shear bands connecting two inclusions, it

triggers a subsequent fast debonding along the interface and results a sudden drop of the microscale stress.

This phenomenon is quite close to the model and the associated hypotheses in Fig. 7, which illustrates that

normal separation is a combination of the normal components of gliding induced dislocation and the

separation between interfacial atom-pairs. For an intrinsically ductile material like bcc-Fe, gliding induced
dislocations motion dominates. Fig. 14 shows an experimental observation which demonstrates that a shear

band induces the coalescence of microvoids.

It is well known that parameters such as volume fraction, orientation and distribution of the secondary

particles, as well as stress state and decohesion energy, determine the sub-microcell�s deformation and
failure behavior. According to the computational results plotted in Fig. 13, we conclude that among these

parameters, the decohesion energy is particularly important. Plotted in Fig. 15 is a set of computations

where the decohesion energy varies from zero to the upper bound value corresponding to the Fe–C site

configuration (see Fig. 3b). In these computations, spacing and volume fraction of the secondary particles
are fixed. If we use the microscale strain Emicro12 at debonding as a threshold value for the micro-stress–strain

relation, then from Fig. 15 we find that this debonding strain increases substantially when the decohesion

energy increases. When the decohesion energy reaches its upper bound (3.8 J/m2), no debonding takes place

at all.

Fig. 16 shows a 3D simulation performed by finite element method. The cell is under uniaxial tension

with the interfacial decohesion energy 0.6 J/m2. This simulation is used to test the model and the parameters

set-up.



Fig. 13. Snap-shots of the localization induced debonding process.

Fig. 14. Observation: localization induced decohesion [J.F. Mescall (US Army Mat. Lab)].
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Based on a large amount of numerical simulation and the methodology of cell modeling introduced in
[88], a general framework of multi-scale constitutive model has been developed, which couples interfacial

debonding, void nucleation and growth, localization with strain gradient effects and phase transformation.

For an isotropic material, the corresponding plastic potential is expressed as



Fig. 15. The effect of decohesion energy on the global stress–strain curves.

Fig. 16. Three-dimensional cell modeling.
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Uplasticityðf0; f ; rijÞ ¼
�r

rintr

 !2

þ A0
rm
rintr

þ A1ðf þ g1Þ exp
�
� rm

rintr

�
þ A2ðf þ g2Þ exp

rm
rintr

� �
� ðq0 þ q1ðf Þ2Þ ¼ 0; ð5:14Þ

where rij, �r, rm f0 and f denote in turn the stress tensor, equivalent stress, mean stress, inclusion and void
volume fraction at a given scale; rintr denotes the ‘‘material intrinsic strength’’ that contains the effects of
internal variables associated with strain softening in post-bifurcation stage; the constants Ai and qi are

calibrated through the cell models.

When the constants Ai and q1 in (5.14) vanish, this potential degenerates to the conventional J2 plasticity
except the yield strength is replaced by ‘‘

ffiffiffiffiffi
q0

p
rintr’’. (5.14) becomes a ‘‘Drucker–Prager-like’’ plastic potential

when A0 is non-zero whereas convert to a ‘‘Gurson-like’’ model when A0 ¼ 0 but A1 ¼ A2 and g1 ¼ g2 ¼ 0.

For modified 4340 steel, the microscale plastic potential is derived

Umicroðf II0 ; f II;Rmicro
ij Þ ¼

�Rmicro

rflow

 !2

þ ðf 	ðf IIÞÞgg0 expðv1Þ �
3rY0
rflow

ð1þ ðf 	ðf IIÞÞgqÞ ¼ 0; ð5:15Þ



Table 2

Parameters in (5.15)

g0 g q a1 a2 f IIc KII

1.5 2 )0.33333 1.06 0.2 0.05 3
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where �Rmicro and Rmicro
m are the equivalent and mean stress of Rmicro

ij , respectively; f II0 is the volume fraction of

the secondary particles, f II is the volume fraction of the voids nucleated from f II0 , f
	ðf IIÞ is the damage

evolution function defined by Tvergaard [89]

f 	ðf IIÞ ¼
0 f II < f II0
f II f II0 6 f II < f IIc
f IIc þ KIIðf II � f IIc Þ f II P f IIc

8><>: ð5:16Þ

and the v1 in (5.15) are the functions defined as

v1 ¼ a1f
Rmicro
m � Rc

max

rY0

� �
þ a2f

�Rmicro � RUS
max

rY0

 !
; ð5:17Þ

where Rmicro
m is the mean stress of Rmicro

ij ; a1 and a2 are constants, a1 ¼ 1:06, a2 ¼ 0:3. Rc
max is the strength

against the normal separation of the interface between alloy matrix and secondary particles, i.e., the peak
stress in traction–separation law in Fig. 10. RUS

max is the shear strength against gliding induced dislocation.

The function f in (5.17) is defined as follows:

fðxÞ ¼ x if xP 0;
0 otherwise:

�
ð5:18Þ

The constants in (5.15)–(5.18) are listed in Table 2.

5.2.2. Microcell model

The constitutive model (5.15) is embedded into the matrix of the cell that contains a primary particle

with a size of around 1–2 lm, as plotted in Fig. 17a. This representative unit cell is used to obtain the
macroscale stress–strain relation (Rij;Eij). In high strength steel, e.g. the modified 4340 [62,63], the primary
particles are typically titanium nitrides (TiN) of cubical shape, represented in the model as square, see Fig.

17a.

Experimental research reveals that the debonding–decohesion between large nitrides and matrix usually

takes place under relative low load level. This is because the accumulation of misfit strain and the segregate

impurity elements (mainly the Sulfur) precipitated along the grain boundary can reduce the interfacial

strength significantly. The traction-separation in Fig. 9, calibrated according to the peak value given in [63],

is applied in simulation. A typical debonding-localization phenomenon for this class of cell and the cor-

respond slip-field are illustrated in Fig. 17c. The TiN is assumed to be elastic with a Young�s modulus of
350 GPa [20] and a Poisson ratio of 0.3.

Plotted in Fig. 18 are set of computed macroscale stress–strain curves with varying primary inclusion

volume fraction, where the macroscale stress–strain response demonstrates three stages of the cell behavior:

(I) elastic deformation and yielding; (II) debonding/decohesion between large nitride inclusions and the

alloy matrix; (III) post-bifurcation/softening. In contrast to Fig. 15, two stress drops appear in stage II.

These are caused by debonding at two perpendicular surfaces of the square nitrides. By varying the shape,

size and distribution of the primary/secondary particles and the decohesion energies, the shape of the

stress–strain curve and positions of the turning-points between different stages vary. These provide the



Fig. 17. Microscale cell modeling: (a) TiN [1]; (b) microscale cell and (c) localization induced decohesion.
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possibility of choosing an optimum combination of particle size, geometry and distribution for micro-

structural design.

The stress and strain at the onset of stage III, as well as the slope of the subsequent softening, are key
parameters linked to the failure behavior of the material. A challenge is how to implement the phenomena

reflected in Fig. 17 into an applicable constitutive law. We discuss this issue in the following section.

5.2.3. Coupling and macroscale constitutive law

To obtain desirable fracture toughness, the stress–strain response after the onset of softening plays a

significant role in crack growth simulation, which actually reflects the final stage of the coalescence of voids.

In the framework proposed in this paper, a concurrent model is introduced and described as follows.



Fig. 18. Macroscale stress–strain response with varying volume fracture of nitrides.
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Material resistance against void coalescence is determined by the strength of the ligaments between these

voids [88,90]. The deformation tolerance and the failure of the matrix ligament are determined by two basic

deformation modes: localization induced necking under normal stress and shear localization caused by the
shear stress component. Consequently, we postulate that the matrix can be divided into two parallel groups

of microscopic elements. The first group can be considered as a virtual bond network built in the alloy

matrix; the second group is assumed to be a superposition of imaginary microslices that correspond to the

slip systems along different orientations (see Fig. 19a–b). In each bond or slice, the strain gradient theory

[91,92]-based 1D localization solutions for tension or pure shear [56] are applied. In this class of solution

the material intrinsic length scale l [91,92] is included and the effects of geometrically necessary dislocations
are taken into account. For isotropic materials, a multi-dimensional stress–strain behavior can be char-

acterized through uniaxial and pure shear strain gradient theory-based solutions, which is represented by
the material intrinsic strength rintr presented in (5.14). It provides the matrix material properties after the
onset of strain softening in the microscale cell model (see Fig. 19c), in conjunction with primary particles

and the subsequent damage evolution.

Based on the concurrent model and numerical results, by rewriting (5.14) at this scale we obtain a

macroscopic plastic potential

Umacro ¼
R

rintr

� �2
þ A0

Rm

rintr
þ A1ðf I þ g1Þ exp

�
� Rm

rintr

�
þ A2ðf I þ g2Þ exp

Rm

rintr

� �
� ðq0 þ q1ðf IÞ2Þ ¼ 0 ð5:19Þ

and the associated flow law

_Ep ¼ _k
oUmacro

oR
;

where _k is the ‘‘flow factor’’, R and Rm denote the Cauchy equivalent stress and Cauchy mean stress,

respectively; f I represents the void volume fraction which is considered as ‘‘damage’’; A0, A1, A2, g1, g2, q0
and q1 are dimensionless material constants listed in Table 3. The evolution laws of damage nucleation and
growth introduced in [93] and the material parameters of the modified 4340 steel presented in [63] are

applied in this work.



Fig. 19. Two microscopic elements: virtual bond and shear slice.

Table 3

Parameters in (5.19)

A0 A1 A2 g1 g2 q1 q0

0.0666 0.85 1.7 0.01 0.01 2.65 1.0255
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The plastic potential (5.19) is a macroscale, J2-like plasticity with damage. The concurrent model
associated with the mechanisms in Figs. 18 and 19 is described by ‘‘rintr’’ in (5.19), which is termed

‘‘material intrinsic strength’’. It is defined as the combination of a material strain hardening/softening law

and the strain gradient-based traction–separation law:

rintr ¼ rY0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rhomðE

pÞ
rY0

h i2
þ lg

r
strain hardening=softening E

p
6 ½E�bifurc;

T ðeY ; l; gÞ decohesion softening E
p
> ½E�bifurc;

8<: ð5:20Þ

where E
p
is the plastic part of the equivalent strain and ½E�bifurc denotes E

p
at the bifurcation point of the

rintrðE
pÞ relation. Originally l is defined as the material intrinsic length scale defined as the product of

Burger�s vector b and the initial yield strength rY0; g is the equivalent strain gradient [92]:
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l ¼ 3
E

rY0

� �2
b; g ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2
uk;ijuk;ij

r
; ð5:21Þ

where E is Young�s modulus; and the strain-like parameter eY is defined by

eY ¼ ðEp � ½E�bifurÞ l
l0
; ð5:22Þ

where l0 is a material constant, of the same order as the spacing between primary particles. ½E�bifurc marks
the transition between the two stages of deformation: the uniform deformation with damage nucleation and

growth and the failure of the ligaments between these defects. ½E�bifurc can be calibrated to the maximum
stress on the rintrðE

pÞ curve from the uniaxial tension test. During the second stage, the effect of the material

intrinsic length scale, strain gradient, and strain rate are incorporated in rintr as

T ¼ rY0 � eT ðEp; l; l0Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

rhomðE
pÞ

rY0

	 
2
þ lg

s
: ð5:23Þ

The second term in (5.23) is the traction–separation law derived from the strain gradient-based localization

solution at the microscale; the third and fourth terms reflect, in turn, the strain rate effect and the material

hardening due to the strain gradient at macroscale. As the microscale localization, representing ligament
failure, is described by eT in (5.23), the stress–strain response without bifurcation, denoted by rhomðE

pÞ,
appears under the square root of the fourth term.

Based on the analytical solution described in [88], a fitted expression of eT can be expressed as

eT ¼ �0:5398Y 2 þ 1:5867Y � 0:0466

1� ktr
; ð5:24Þ

where

Y ¼ exp 106 � ðeY Þ11=5n o
; ktr ¼

rI � 3rm
2rI

���� ���� and ktr < 1:

According (5.1) and (5.2), the plastic part of macroscale strain is determined by the potential (5.19) and

elastic part is determined by Hook�s law. As the iron matrix and inclusion particles have different Young�s
modulus, a formula to estimate macroscale Young�s modulus is suggested in the form as

Emacro ¼ vFeEFe þ vTiCETiC þ vTiNETiN; ð5:25Þ
where ‘‘vX ’’ denotes the volume fraction of X and EX is the Young�s modulus of X . For all components a
Poisson�s ratio of 0.3 is applied.
6. Laboratory specimen scale: Simulation, results, and discussion

6.1. Fracture toughness simulation

In this section we describe ductile fracture simulation carried out on a center cracked panel according to

the ASTM Standard E399-E1737, which has been applied in the simulations in [85,95], using the hierar-

chical constitutive model developed in the previous sections and the meshfree code [34,35,96]. As discussed

in [72,95], the loading speed and materials strain rate sensitivity may have a strong effect on damage
evolution, thus, fracture toughness. However, in this paper only the results under quasi-static loading are

presented.



Fig. 20. The strain gradient theory-based strain softening solution for the microscopic elements in Fig. 19, where l denotes the
microscale length [92] that scales the dissipation during post-bifurcation deformation [56] and l0 denotes the average spacing between
primary particles.
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Fig. 20 presents two snapshots of 3D crack propagation using the macroscale plastic potential described

in (5.19). Fig. 21a shows the contours of equivalent plastic strain around a blunted crack tip at small-scale

yielding, where the Rice-Johnson type crack tip strain field is present. Fig. 21b shows the contours after

considerable crack growth with large deformation. In this computation the primary particles (TiN) are

explicitly embedded into the matrix that includes the secondary particles so that the microscale plastic

potential (5.14), in conjunction with the (4.24) in quasi-particle dynamics approach, is applied. Plotted in

Fig. 21c is the corresponding load–CTOD curve, where a black square indicates the CTOD at crack ini-

tiation which defines the fracture toughness of the material. Figs. 20 and 21 demonstrates that the com-
putational approach is capable of capturing this class of phenomenon. On the other hand, it also reveals

that the computational results depend upon many factors such as the geometry and distribution of

inclusions, which are not readily captured by the periodic cell models in Fig. 11.

6.2. Ductile fracture simulator and toughness-strength-adhesion diagram

The hierarchical constitutive and computational methodology introduced in this paper results in a

‘‘ductile fracture simulator’’, illustrated in Fig. 22. Starting from the left-lower corner, the quantum
mechanics analysis explores the fundamental atomistic–electronic structures of the alloy matrix and the

matrix/inclusion interface. This provides the corresponding energy–adhesion relations that are applied in

the sub-micro and microcell modeling to obtain the corresponding constitutive relations (5.14), (5.15),

(5.19) for the matrix material in each scale. For the modified 4340 steel, the computational results have been

calibrated by experiments. The constitutive law (5.19) of a inclusion induced voiding/microvoiding steel is

implemented into compute codes for calculating crack parameters such as the crack tip opening dis-

placement (COD, see Fig. 21a) and the J -integral using the method introduced in [97,98]. The COD (or

J -integral) at crack growth initiation represents the fracture toughness of the material according to the
ASTM standard. The simulated results are summarized by the toughness–strength–adhesion (TSA) dia-

gram that is at the right-upper corner of Fig. 22, which provides insight into the correlations between the

steel strength, interfacial decohesion, and fracture toughness.

The TSA diagram at the right-upper corner of Fig. 22 is detailed in Fig. 23. In Fig. 23a the first principle-

based traction–separation relations are plotted at various adhesion energy levels. Obviously higher



Fig. 21. A simulation of crack growth: contours of equivalent stress and load–CTOD curve.
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adhesion energy results in higher peak decohesion stress. Fig. 23b is the TSA diagram corresponding to the

TSA curves presented in Fig. 23a.

In the TSA diagram (Fig. 23b) the dashed lines represent the computed load–COD curves for the center

cracked panel under tension. Simulations with values of matrix yield strengths of 500, 700, 900 and 1030
MPa are performed using the proposed hierarchical multi-physics constitutive models (5.14), (5.15) and

(5.19). Along each dashed line the circle, delta, solid circle, and triangle denote in turn the CODi (the COD

at crack growth initiation), corresponding to the different levels of decohesion energy of the interface be-

tween the iron matrix and the inclusion particles, illustrated in Fig. 23a. The solid lines indicate the vari-

ation of fracture toughness when the decohesion energy is fixed but the strength of the iron matrix is varied.

For example, at the decohesion energy of 0.6 J/m2, the most right circle denotes the COD at crack initiation

for the matrix with the yield strength of 1.1 GPa. Similarly, the most left circle on the line with 0.6 J/m2

denotes the COD at crack initiation for the steel with the matrix yield strength 0.5 GPa.
In the simulations presented in the TSA diagram the diameters of the primary TiN particles ranged from

1 to 2 lm with a volume fraction from 0.02% to 0.2%; the diameters of the secondary particles are from 20

to 200 nm with a volume fraction from 0.02% to 0.4%. The computation shows that crack propagation is

mainly governed by the decohesion–debonding process of the primary TiN particles (inclusions) whereas a

uniformly distributed small inclusion particles have a relatively stronger effect on strengthening, rather than

on fracture. More detailed investigations, especially for the system with non-uniformly distributed inclu-

sions, are required for clarifying the dual effects of secondary particles on strengthening and toughness.



Fig. 22. Ductile fracture simulator.
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Fig. 23b reveals that increasing adhesion energy is a way to improve fracture toughness while main-

taining strength. However, the TSA diagram also indicates that the toughening effect of adhesion energy is

relatively reduced at high strength. Apparently, fixing interfacial strength but varying alloy matrix strength

or verse versa may have a similar effect on fracture toughness. The trend obtained from the TSA diagram

coincides with several experimental reports, e.g. [24,99–102].

The TSA diagram in Fig. 23b, in conjunction with the analyses presented in the previous sections,
provides several guidelines for steel design:

(1) Both interfacial adhesion energy and strength ratio are crucial for obtaining high toughness with high

strength. A quantitative description of these relationships is given in Fig. 23.

(2) Large inclusions (>1 lm) can not maintain high interfacial strength and is the major cause of lower
toughness.

(3) For smaller dispersed particles, dispersion spatial uniformly may be particular important for enhanced

toughness.
(4) The densities of point defects in an alloy matrix, such as vacancies, dislocations, have strong ef-

fects on the strength and fracture mode of the alloy. The ratio between the normal separation

energy and the energy barrier against dislocation motion determines the macroscale strength of

alloys.



Fig. 23. Toughness–strength-adhesion (TSA) diagram for steel design: (a) interfacial traction–separation relations with various dec-

ohesion energy and (b) TSA diagram where CODi refers the COD at crack initiation.
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7. Conclusions

• At atomistic scale the failure of metal can be caused by two different mechanisms: normal separation

between atomic pairs and gliding induced dislocation. Rice�s criterion of ductile-brittle fracture transi-
tion has been applied to determine which of them will occur.

• The density functional theory-based quantum mechanical computation indicates that in bcc-iron crystal

the gliding induced separation is dominant, which explains why plastic flow takes place.

• A ‘‘quasi-particle dynamics approach’’ approach has been developed and is applied at the scale bridging

quantum physics and continuum mechanics.

• A computational thermodynamic framework of metal plasticity, which unions different physics concur-

rently, has been developed based on Clausius–Duhem inequality and Hughes� stability theory.
• Using a two-level cell modeling, a hierarchical constitutive model has been developed for the ultra-high
strength steels that contain the primary inclusion particles about microns in size and the secondary inclu-

sion particles about 10 nm in size.

• The simulation of ASTM standard fracture toughness specimen, at first time, leads to a multi-scale com-

putation-based TSA diagram, which provides a guideline to assist future alloy design.

• The multi-scale computation indicates that the densities of point defects in alloy matrix have strong ef-

fects on the strength and fracture mode of the alloy. The ratio between the normal separation energy and

the energy barrier against dislocation motion determines the macroscale strength of alloys.
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Appendix A. Preliminary of quantum mechanics and density functional theory [5,6,8,12]

Classical physics views an atom as a nuclei at fixed point surrounded by moving electrons along fixed

orbits. The momentums and positions of nuclei and electrons can be determined exactly according to

Newton�s laws.
Quantum mechanics explains nature phenomena through another philosophy. The De Broglie

hypothesis ascribes a wave property to particles such as nuclei and electrons. The Heisenberg uncertainty

principle puts forth that, when the momentum of a particle is known precisely, the position of the particle is
completely unknown. The state of such a particle is defined by Hamiltonian bH , the operator corresponding
to the energy of a particle with mass m

bH ¼ � �h2

2m
r2 þ V ðrÞ; ðA:1Þ

where r is the position vector and V ðrÞ is a potential field. The eigenvalue equation for bH :bHuiðrÞ ¼ EiuiðrÞ ðA:2Þ

is called the time-independent Schr€odinger�s equation; where Ei is the ith eigenvalue and uiðrÞ the ith
eigenfunction. Under this state the expectation to find the particle at position x is

hxi ¼
Z 1

�1
ru	

i ðrÞ � uiðrÞd3r ¼
Z 1

�1
rjuiðrÞj

2
d3r: ðA:3Þ

For a many body system, it is usually very difficult to get analytical solution of (A.2) because the po-

tential V ðrÞ is dependent of the interaction among particles.
Thomas–Fermi model approximates the system as a combination of static atoms which form crystal and

electronic gas which is filled in-between. The Hohenberg–Kohn [5] and Kohn–Sham [6] theory states that

the total energy Etotal of a system depends only on the electron density of its ground state

Etotal ¼ EtotalðqðrÞ;RaÞ; ðA:4Þ
where Ra are the position of all atoms in the system under consideration; the electron density q is a scale
function defined as

qðrÞ ¼
X

i

juiðrÞj
2
: ðA:5Þ

The Hohenberg–Kohn–Sham theorem, the central theorem of the density functional theory, states that
the total system energy gets its minimum value for the ground-state density, denoted as q0, and that the
total energy is stationary with respect to its first order variations in the density, i.e.:

dEtotal½q�
dq

����
q¼q0

¼ 0: ðA:6Þ

By varying Etotal with respect to each wave function, it leads to the Kohn–Sham�s equation:

HwiðrÞ ¼ eiwiðrÞ; H ¼ � �h2

2m
r2 þ VeffðrÞ; ðA:7Þ

where wiðrÞ, the solution of Kohn–Sham�s equation, form an orthonormal set; and the effective potential is

VeffðrÞ ¼ VCðrÞ þ lXCðqÞ: ðA:8Þ
Here VCðrÞ is the Coulomb potential; for a condensed system like metal VCðrÞ can be solved through

Poisson�s equation
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r2VCðrÞ ¼ �4pe2qðrÞ; ðA:9Þ

where the qðrÞ denotes the positive point charges of nuclei at its position Ra and the electronic charge
density qðrÞ in the rest

qðrÞ ¼ Zr at Ra;
qðrÞ otherwise:

�
The exchange-correlation potential lXCðqÞ is related to the exchange-correlation energy that can not

solved directly in the same way as VCðrÞ. Under the ‘‘local density approximation’’ (LDA) the explicit form
of lXCðqÞ has been derived, e.g. in [103,104]

lXCðqÞ ¼ �2 3q
p

� �1=3
� 0:0225Log 1

 
þ 21

4pq
3

� �1=3!
: ðA:10Þ

One way to solve (A.7) is to expand the unknown wave function solutions wiðrÞ as a linear combination
of a set of known function with unknown coefficients cij

wiðrÞ ¼
X

j

cij/iðrÞ: ðA:11Þ

Substituting (A.11) into (A.7) leads to the following matrix problem:

½H� �S� � c ¼ 0; ðA:12Þ
where H is the Hamiltonian matrix and S is the overlap matrix

½Hij� ¼
Z

/	
i � H � /j dr; ½Sij� ¼

Z
/	

i /j dr ðA:12aÞ

in the first relation of (A.12a) the H is defined by (A.7).

The solution procedure is illustrated in Fig. 24.
In a periodic structure such as a crystal, according to Bloch theorem the wave function solution wi

depends upon both position vector r and the reciprocal vector k

wiðrþ mG; kÞ ¼ eik�Gwiðr; kÞ; ðA:13Þ
where G is the primitive vector of the lattice and m is an integer. The corresponding electron density yields

the integration over the first Brillouin zone:

qðrÞ ¼
Z
1stBZ

#½EF � eiðkÞ�jwiðr; kÞj
2
dk; ðA:14Þ

where the step function # insures that only occupied states below the Fermi energy EF are counted.
Appendix B. Co-rotational formulation in finite deformation

The co-rotational formulation introduced in [60,105] is applied in the analysis presented in this work. We

use bold-faced x to represent the coordinate of a material point in a reference coordinate system, i.e. the

Lagrange configuration; and bold-faced y to represents the coordinate of a point in the spatial (Euler)

coordinate system. Obviously

y ¼ yðx; tÞ: ðB:1Þ



Fig. 24. Flow chart of the solution procedure of DFT.
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Consider a line element vector dr0 in the reference configuration, after deformation it becomes the line
element dr in the spatial configuration. The deformation gradient is defined by

Fðx; tÞ ¼ oy

ox
; ðB:2Þ

which uniquely determines the line element transformation between the two configurations

dr ¼ Fdr0: ðB:3Þ

Using this relation we can also derive the transformation an area or a volume between two configura-

tions. When we assume finite deformation without diffusion, then F is non-singular and can be decomposed

multiplicatively as the product of two other positive definite tensors

F ¼ RF �UF; ðB:4Þ
where RF is the orthogonal, positive definite, tensor of pure rotation from configuration x to y; UF is the

positive definite tensor of pure stretch during deformation. The discussions of the transformations (B.1)–

(B.4) in crystal plasticity and atomistic simulation can be found in [106–108].

The material derivative of Eq. (B.2) leads to

_Fðx; tÞ ¼ o _y

oy
� oy
ox

¼ L � F with L¼def o _y
oy

¼ rv: ðB:5Þ

Here we adopt r to represent the gradient operator in the spatial configuration and v ¼ _y, i.e. the velocity.
So L is called the ‘‘velocity gradient’’. L and Cauchy stress r build a conjugate energy pair. In general, the

rate constitutive relation of a material can be written as

_r ¼ C : Lþ S : Lskew; ðB:6Þ
where C is a material tangent matrix and Lskew represents the skew-symmetric part of L. The product

S � Lskew reflects the change of stress state due to rigid rotations, therefore Eq. (B.6) is ‘‘non-objective’’.
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In numerical analysis, when a body deforms from step n to step nþ 1, its spatial coordinate ynþ1 may be
written as a function of the configuration at step n and the step length Dt

ynþ1 ¼ ynþ1ðyn;DtÞ ðB:7Þ
The displacement increment of this point over the step is

Du ¼ ynþ1 � yn: ðB:8Þ
An incremental form of the velocity gradient defined in Eq. (B.5) is

L ¼ 1

Dt
oDu
oynþ1

: ðB:9Þ

The key idea of the co-rotational formulation is to split one increment into two steps, i.e. rotation and

pure deformation. Consider the configuration at yn as the reference configuration

_Fðyn; tÞ ¼ _Fdefðyn; tÞ � _Frotðyn; tÞ: ðB:10Þ
From Eq. (B.4) it is known that

_Frotðyn; tÞ ¼ R � I and _Fdefðyn; tÞ ¼ oynþ1

oyn
� Ldef ¼ I

�
þ oDudef

oyn

�
� oDudef

Dtoynþ1
; ðB:11Þ

where R defines the rotation from configuration yn to ynþ1 and I represents the unit tensor. If Dudef is small
enough, then the second relation in Eqs. (B.11) becomes

_Fdefðyn; tÞ ¼ I � Ldef þ oðLdefÞ: ðB:12Þ
The corresponding algorithm for integrating the constitutive equation is as follows:

r̂nþ1 ¼ RTrnR;

Dr ¼ C : ðDtLdefÞ;
rnþ1 ¼ r̂nþ1 þ Dr:

ðB:13Þ

The second relation in Eqs. (B.13) is ‘‘objective’’ since there is no rotation.
A concise way to calculate R is given in [105] when the rotation is less than p during Dt. Consider a mid-

deformation configuration:

ynþa ¼ ð1� aÞynþ1 þ ayn with 0 < a < 1 ðB:14Þ
it has been proven, elsewhere, that

R ¼ 1

�
þ 1

2
x

�
� 1

�
� 1

2
x

��1

; g ¼ oDu
oynþa

; x ¼ 1

2
ðg� gTÞ; ðB:15Þ

where I is unit tensor. a ¼ 0:5 is used in the analysis.
The formulation listed above can be applied in both Lagrange configuration-based and Euler configu-

ration-based computation. When a Lagrange configuration is applied, the corresponding derivative oper-

ations are derived in the reference configuration x while the velocity is defined with respect to the current

configuration ynþ1, a transformation matrix J is necessary for defining the large strain-velocity matrix eB.
o

oynþ1
¼ o

ox
� ox

oynþ1
¼ o

ox
� J: ðB:16Þ

Because of

ox

ox
¼ ox

oynþ1
� oy

nþ1

ox
¼ I: ðB:17Þ
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Thus, we have

J ¼ oynþ1

ox

	 
�1
: ðB:18Þ
Appendix C. The approximation of additive decomposition (5.1)

In a co-rotation coordinate system introduced in Appendix B, the rotation part is removed and the
deformation can be divided into two steps: pure elastic transformation Fe and plastic transformation Fp

[109]

F ¼ Fp � Fe

Following the procedure giving in [60], the velocity gradient L of the deformation field (B.1), defined as

the mass derivative of F, is

L ¼ DF

Dt
¼ oF

ot
� F�1 ¼ _F � F�1; ðC:1Þ

which has two parts

_F � F�1 ¼ _Fe � Fp � ðFe � FpÞ�1 þ Fe � _Fp � ðFe � FpÞ�1 ¼ _Fe � ðFeÞ�1 þ Fe � _Fp � ðFpÞ�1 � ðFeÞ�1 ðC:2Þ
In this paper, we assume that elastic deformation is infinitesimal so that

Fe ¼ Iþ oue

ox
¼ Iþ oðIÞ; ðFeÞ�1 ¼ I� oðIÞ

and

L ¼ _F � F�1 ffi _Fe � ðFeÞ�1 þ _Fp � ðFpÞ�1

Define strain rate as the symmetrical part of the velocity gradient

_� ¼ symðLÞ:
We obtain the additive decomposition of strain rate _�:

_� ¼ _�e þ _�p; ð5:1Þ
where

_�e ¼ symð _Fe � ðFeÞ�1Þ; _�p ¼ symð _Fp � ðFpÞ�1Þ:
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